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LONG PATH TO FORGIVENESS 

The Relationship between Finland and the Holy See 
in the Late Middle Ages, specially in the light of the cases 

in the Penitentiary Registers 

by 

KIRSI SALONEN 

In the later middle ages Finland did not exist as a country. There 
was only the diocese of Turku (lat. Aboensis), which was a part of 
the province of Upsala, Sweden. The area of the medieval diocese of 
Turku covered almost the whole area of the modern state of Finland, 
only the parts in the northern Finland, Lapland, belonged to the dio
cese of Upsala. 

In the middle ages Finland was a sparsely populated country. 
Because of this the volume of medieval records produced was small 
and even smaller is the amount of the material which has survived. 
Because of the few extant medieval documents we have had the pos-
sibility to get all the material published.1 Having a reasonable amount 
of material, which is all published, is an excellent Situation for schol-
ars of medieval history. This is not only an advantage for Finnish 
researchers, but also other scholars can take advantage of the Finnish 
Situation. The Finnish material can be used as a case study by those 
historians who study the history of longer time periods, because it is 
possible to take into account all the existing material. 

1 The Finnish medieval material has been published in „Finlands Medeltids-
urkunder I-Vffl", Utg. av R. Hausen. Helsingfors 1910-1935 (henceforth 
FMU). Admittedly further medieval material has been discovered since the 
publication of FMU, but it is of no relevance to the subject of this article. 
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In this study apart from the Finnish edited sources I will use 
the medieval material of the Sacred Penitentiary. The material of the 
Penitentiary is also a good source group, because from the year 1449 
onwards it has survived almost totally2 - unlike other medieval papal 
material, which has suffered great losses during the centuries.3 

In this article I study the Finnish documents in the Penitentiary 
material from the years 1449-1523 - i.e. from the year when the 
complete series of the Penitentiary registers begins until the year of 
reformation in Finland - and compare my findings with the results 

2 Between the years 1449 and 1523 only few volumes have been lost. The regi-
ster from the beginning of the first year of the pontificate of Pius II is missing 
as also one volume from the fifth year of Alexander VI, three volumes from 
the pontificate of Julius II, namely the volumes of second, third and sixth 
years of his pontificate. The biggest loss has been from the pontificate of Leo 
X. It is a bit difficult to say exactly how many volumes have got lost from his 
pontificate, because in the beginning of his reign the Penitentiary changed its 
system of one register per year, and at least from his third year onwards 
there are two volumes from each year. Since there are no volumes left from 
the first or the second year we cannot know when this change took place, 
but from those years between two and four volumes are missing. Further one 
volume is lost from the third, fourth, sixth and eighth years. Altogether some 
eleven to thirteen volumes do not exist anymore. Göller (E. Göller, Das alte 
Archiv der päpstlichen Pönitentiarie, Römische Quartalschrift für christliche 
Altertumskunde und für Kirchengeschichte, Supplementheft 20 [1913] p. 5 f.) 
Claims that one volume is lost also from the pontificate of Paul II, but I 
have not found any reason for this statement. Also the claim of Schmugge 
(L. Schmugge, Kirche, Kinder, Karrieren. Päpstliche Dispense von der un
ehelichen Geburt im Spätmittelalter, Zürich 1995, p. 14 and L. Schmugge/ 
P. Hersperger/B. Wiggenhauser, Die Supplikenregister [see footnote 4] 
p. 5) that three quarters of the volumes from the years 1410-1458 are missing 
is not true, at least not according to his argument, which is based solely on 
the old volume numeration. The old numeration of the volumes has namely 
not been made in chronological order as the present one. With this I wanted 
only to point out, that it is impossible to try to guess (at least by the basis of 
the old numeration) how many early volumes are actually missing, as there 
is no information about the amount of the volumes before the time of the 
Sack of Rome. 

3 About the losses of the Vatican material see for example K. A. Fink, Das 
Vatikanische Archiv. Einführung in die Bestände und ihre Erforschung, Rom 
1951, p. 3 and idem, Das Archiv der Sacra Poenitentiaria Apostolica, Zeit
schrift für Kirchengeschichte 83 (1972) p. 88. 
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of research already done on the German material in the Penitentiary 
registers from the years 1458-1464.4 This kind of comparison may 
seem a little bit odd, as the time periods are so different, but since 
the German research is the only study which has been made about 
the Penitentiary material, there is no other choice. Secondly I will 
compare the existing Finnish medieval ecclesiastical material from 
the years 1449-1523 to the Finnish Penitentiary material. With this 
kind of study I will show how well the Penitentiary material - which 
is only one group of papal sources - can illustrate the contacts be-
tween Finland and the Curia. 

In the article I will also discuss the connections between the 
Turku diocese and the Holy See in general and how the supplications 
and other documenta were brought from Finland to Rome and by 
whom. This kind of study of the relationships between Finland and 
the Roman Curia is first in this extent, because the earlier studies 
cover only a limited point of view or time period.5 There is actually 
very few similar kind of studies also from other Scandinavian coun-
tries.6 

4 Die Supplikenregister der päpstlichen Pönitentiarie aus der Zeit Pius' IL 
(1458-1464), Bibliothek des Deutschen Historischen Instituts in Rom 84, Tü
bingen 1996. The documents are all published in Repertorium Poenitentiariae 
Germanicum, Band 4. Verzeichnis der in den Supplikenregistern der Pöniteni-
tarie Pius' II. vorkommenden Personen, Kirchen und Orte des Deutschen Rei
ches 1458-1464. Text bearbeitet von L. Schmugge, P. Hersperger und 
B. Wiggenhauser. Indices bearbeitet von H. Schneider-Schmugge und L. 
Schmugge, hg. vom Deutschen Historischen Institut in Rom, Tübingen 1996 
(henceforth RPG). 

5 In Finland has been published only two articles concerning the connections 
between the Turku diocese and the Papal Curia. P. O. von Törne has in „De 
fmska medeltidsbiskoparnas besök vid den pàfliga kurian" (Helsingfors 1911) 
studied the Visits of the bishops of Turku in the Curia and in „Om Finlands 
skattskyldighet tili pafvedömet under medeltiden" (Historiallinen Arkisto 
XXII, 11,3 (1911) the taxes which were paid from Finland to the Curia. 

6 Just to mention some of the most important Scandinavian studies there are 
for example Y. Brilioth, Den pàfliga beskattningen af Sverige intill den stora 
Schismen, Uppsala 1915; idem, Svenska kyrka, kungadöme och pàvemakt 
1363-1414, Uppsala 1925; J. Lindbaek, Pavernes Forhold til Danmark under 
Kongerne Kristiern I og Hans, Kopenhagen 1907; B. Losman, Norden och 
reformkonsilierna 1408-1449, Göteborg 1970; P. Ingesman, Danmark og pa-
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1. In search of absolution, dispensation or special licence: 
A comparison of the Finnish and German material 

The Penitentiary was the highest office in the hierarchy of the 
Catholic Church for the granting of absolutions, dispensations and 
special licences. The normal confession process was to confess ones 
sins to the locai priest or, in some more severe cases, to the locai 
bishop who granted absolution to the repentant. In certain, normally 
more severe or publicly well known cases the locai authorities were 
not able to grant the absolution. The Pope had namely reserved to 
himself the authority to grant the absolutions and the dispensations 
in these matters. This special authority of the Pope is the common 
denominator in all the different kind of cases treated in the Peni
tentiary. Since the volume of these kind of reserved cases arose dra-
matically year after year by the end of the 12th Century, the pope was 
no longer capable of resolving all the cases himself. He solved this 
problem by delegating certain kind of basic matters to a cardinal 
called poenitentiarius maior and so the office of Penitentiary got its 
origins.7 

The archives of the Penitentiary consist of very heterogeneous 
material. There are supplications dealing with marriages, illegitünacy, 
promotions in the elencai career as well as documents conceming 
confession letters and cases of serious crimes like violence and mur
der. The material in the Penitentiary register is divided under different 
kinds of titles aecording to what kind of case is in question. For exam-
ple the matrimony cases are found under the title de matrimoniali-
bus, the illegitimacy cases under titles de defectu natalium and de 

vestolen i senmiddelalderen. Problemer og muligheder i det pavelige kildema-
teriale - med saerligt henblik pà perioden 1474-1526, in: P. Ingesman og 
J. V. Jensen (ed.), Danmark i senmiddelalderen, Aarhus 1994, p. 292-316. 

7 On the history of the Penitentiary, see for example articles and books of F. 
Tamburini (for example F. Tambur ini, L'archivio della Penitenzieria Aposto
lica e il primo Registro delle suppliche (1410-1411), Pontificia Università 
Lateranense, Facoltà di S. Teologia, Roma 1969, p. 4-5) or E. Göller (E. Gol
ler, Die päpstliche Pönitentiarie von ihrem Ursprung bis zu ihrer Umgestal
tung unter Pius V. I—II, Bibliothek d. Kgl. Preuss. Historischen Instituts in 
Rom, III-IV and VII-VIII, Rom 1907 and 1911). 
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uberiori and confession matters can be found under the title de con-
fessionalibus etc. The categories are not always the same, but this 
study is based on the division under the nine categories, which is 
used in the German study from the pontificate of Pius IL8 

Very few studies have been made of the Penitentiary material. 
As I pointed earlier, the German team led by Professor Ludwig 
Schmugge has been the only previous group of researchers, who has 
gone through the material systematically. These researchers have ex-
amined ali the volumes between the years 1449-1533 and Schmugge 
himself has studied ali the material concerning illegitimacy.9 In addi-
tion to this study of the illegitimacy cases the Germans have started 
editing the German Penitentiary material in the series „Repertorium 
Poenitentiariae Germanicum".10 On the basis of the edited documents 
Professor Ludwig Schmugge, Patrick Hersperger and Beatrice Wig-
genhauser have published a more detailed study of the material from 
the pontificate of Pope Pius II.11 

The German researchers have found altogether 3540 entries 
concerning German supplicants from the years 1458-1464,12 which is 
relatively large amount of supplications, almost 600 entries per year 
on average. When it comes to the Finnish supplications, there are 

8 More precise information about these categories can be found for example 
in the study of L. Schmugge/R Hersperger/B. Wiggenhauser, Die Sup-
plikenregister, passim. However this kind of categorisation is not found 
throughout the whole period of 1449-1523 studied in this article. There are 
some changes, for example in the registers from the period of Leo X which 
are divided simply into five categories: de matrimonialibus, de illegitimiis 
(this title includes both the de defectu natalium and de uberiori supplica
tions), de promotis et promovendis, de confessionalibus (this title includes 
ali the different kind of confession cases plus the de altarìs portatilis cases) 
and de diversis materiis which includes both the former de diversis formis 
and de declaratoriis cases. 

9 They have published their results in: Illegitimität im Spätmittelalter, Schriften 
des Historischen Kollegs. Kolloquien 29, hg. von L. Schmugge, München 
1994. In addition to this collection of several papers a full study is published 
by L. Schmugge, Kirche, Kinder, Karrieren (see footnote 2). 

10 So far they have published two volumes, which cover the years of pontificates 
of Eugen IV (1438-1443) and Pius II (1458-1464). 

11 Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser , Die Supplikenregister. 
12 Ibid., p. 57. 
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much less entries. All in all there are only 122 Finnish supplications 
in the registers of the Penitentiary, not per each year but altogether 
from the whole period of 1449-1523.13 This is barely more than one 
and a half supplications per year on average. Of course the numbers 
cannot be compared as such, because the German material consists 
of sixty nine dioceses14 and the Finnish material only of one dio-
cese.15 In addition contacts between Germany and the papal Curia 
were much closer than those between Finland and the Curia. This 
result is very clear against the fact, that Germany is situated geo-
graphically much closer to the papal Curia than Finland and that Ger
many was also much more populated than Finland with its approxi-
mately 200000 inhabitants. 

Because of this Situation, it is understandable, that there is a far 
more and a greater variety of supplications Coming from Germany 
than Finland. The Finnish supplications are all very much routine 
cases, while among the German supplications there are much more 
different kinds of cases with peculiar details. In this article I will not 
concentrate very much on the detailed content of the supplications, 
though it would be interesting. Instead I will deal more with the gene
ral features. As I have said above in the text, the material in the Peni
tentiary registers was divided under different titles according to the 
nature of the cases concerned. In the table 1. below we can see how 
the number of German and Finnish cases are divided under different 
titles, represented also as percentages. 

13 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 3-72, passim. 
14 Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser, Die Supplikenregister, p. 220-

221. 
15 In the table, in ibid., Die Supplikenregister, p. 58-59, there has been calcula-

ted how many supplications there are from each German diocese. Comparing 
these numbers to the Finnish Situation year by, we can see, that Finland is 
not the only diocese, which had little contacts to the Holy See. Indeed there 
is a great Variation in the quantity of cases emanating from different German 
dioceses. Some big and densely populated dioceses like Augsburg (Augu
sten.), Cologne (Colonen.) and Mainz (Magunten.) are very well presented, 
but on the other hand small dioceses like Magdeburg (Magdeburgen.) and 
Schleswig (Sleswigen.) rarely appear. 
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Title 

De matrimonialibus 
De diversis formis 
De declaratoriis 
De defectu natalium 
De uberiori 
De promoüs et promovendis 
De confessionalibus perpetuis 
De sententiis generalibus 
De confessionalibus in forma 

Total 

Finnish cases 

35 
36 
11 
20 
0 
2 

18 
0 
0 

122 

% 

29% 
29% 
9% 

17% 
0% 
1% 

15% 
0% 
0% 

100% 

German cases 

656 
768 
89 

993 
193 
170 
543 
73 
55 

3540 

% 

19% 
22% 
2% 

28% 
5% 
5% 

15% 
2% 
2% 

100% 

Table 1 

The biggest group of supplications in the Finnish material is formed 
by the documents under the title de diversis formis, 36 supplications 
altogether. If we compare the percentage in Table 1. we can see, that 
in the Finnish material the proportion of cases under this title is 
greater than in the German material. How can we explain this differ-
ence? All the cases under this title are relatively serious crimes 
against the regulations of the canon law and in most of these cases 
the one who committed the crime was a priest. The difference in the 
numbers arises probably from the fact, that the crimes committed 
were so heavy, that for the people - even more if they were priests, 
who could not hold their office without the papa! absolution and dis
pensation - it was very important to have the papal grant. Conse-
quently: because of this major importance maybe also the Finns have 
much easier done the long and expensive way to the curia to get the 
grant. In less serious cases they might not have done the supplication 
process. Hence the percentile amount of this category rises at the 
expense of the other less severe categories. 

In the Finnish material the second biggest single group of sup
plications are the marriage cases, which are supplications from cou-
ples16 who wanted to get a dispensation, which allowed them to 
marry each other contrary to the regulations of the canon law. In the 

16 In some supplications single persons also appear as supplicants, for example 
a Finnish case in ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 8, fol. 53v. 
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Finnish material there are 35 matrimonial cases, which form almost 
one third of all the Finnish supplications. In the German material, on 
the contrary, the matrimony cases form only one fifth of the whole. 
This difference seems to be quite significant. How can we then inter-
pret this difference? There are actually two possible explanations 
very different from one to another. First we have to observe, that 
the difference might arise from the smail amount of all the Finnish 
supplications, which can easily cause some Statistical error or at least 
a little slip into false information. However, I would say, that this 
explanation is of less importance. The second explanation based on 
relative population densities could be more reliable. In Germany the 
Population density was much higher than in Finland. Hence, for the 
Germans it may have been easier to find a spouse who was not too 
closely related than for the Finns. This argument can be supported 
by the fact, that most of the Finnish supplicants were from noble 
families17 and since noble persons were normally supposed to marry 
another noble person, in Finland the possibilities were few because 
the number of the noble families was small and most of them were 
already related by marriage bonds with each others. In Germany there 
was potentiaily greater choice and so this probably accounts for the 
lesser proportion of German cases in the Penitentiary. 

The supplications, de defectu natalium group, made by illegiti-
mate persons, who needed a special papal dispensation in order to 
get hold on one higher ecclesiastical office, form a big category both 
in the Finnish (17%) and the German (28%) material. The proportion 
of the Finnish illegitimacy supplications is, however, much smaller 
then in the German material. Why this is so, is a difficult question, 
but one explanation may be that, because there were relatively few 
higher ecclesiastical Offices in the Turku diocese, few dispensations 
were sought by illegitimate persons wishing to hold them. Another 
possible explanation could be, that in Finland there was less competi-
tion for the higher ecclesiastical Offices than in Germany, where a 
competitor was perhaps more inclined to denounce an illegitimate 

I have been able to identify almost half of the Finnish supplicant pairs and 
they were all from noble families or otherwise belonged to the top of the 
Finnish society and administration. 
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person who tried to get or already held an office without having the 
papal dispensation grant. 

The next largest category of Finnish supplications is the group 
de confessionalibus, where the supplicant asked for licence to choose 
his or her confessor in preference to turn to the locai priest, as was 
the practice according to the Fourth Lateran Council (c 21). It is the 
last big group in both the Finnish and the German material and forms 
in both materials 15% of all the supplications. This result must teli us 
something about the importance of confession matters to the medi
eval people. Christians must have considered the confession as a very 
important matter, otherwise there would not have been so many sup
plications even from Finland. 

Beside these four larger categories, there are still left some cate-
gories of supplications in the Penitentiary registers, but these cate
gories are much smaller then the previous ones. These remaining 
categories - which are small both in the Finnish and in the German 
material - are following: The cases under the title de declaratoriis 
are more or less similar to those met under the title de diversis 
formis, but were usually more serious.18 In the Finnish material, the 
Proportion of cases under this title is somewhat higher than in Ger
man material. I think that also this difference arises for the same 
reason as the difference in the de diversis formis cases: namely, be-
cause the crimes committed were so severe, that there was no other 
way to get the conscience cleaned than to turn to the Holy See. The 
Finns were thus more likely to come to the Penitentiary to clean their 
reputations in these rather than less serious cases. 

Another small group in both of the materials is de promotis et 
promovendis, which consists of supplications, in which the suppli
cant applies for dispensation, so that he could be promoted in the 
ecclesiastica! career even though he was incompetent or unqualified 
for the office. These supplications are rare in both countries. In the 

These two categories can be distinguished according to the formulas used in 
the later volumes, where all the cases appear under the same title de diversis 
materiis. In the supplications, which should belong to the de declaratoriis 
category, a declaration of innocence is always requested separately. This for
mula does not exist in the de diversis formis documents. So I have divided 
the cases into these two categories on the basis of this formula. 
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Finnish material there are only two cases and in the German material 
severa! more, but still relatively few cases. 

In the Finnish material there are no supplications in the 
following categories: de uberiori, which are illegitimacy supplic
ations, in which the supplicant wants to hold more than one ecclesias
tica! office at the time despite his illegitimacy, de sententüs generali-
bus and de confessionalibus in forma „cupientes" or in forma „si 
inveneris,,. These categories form also very small groups in the Ger
man material. However we have to be careful when concerning these 
titles, because they do not exist in all the Penitentiary registers from 
beginning to the end. 

From Table 1 we can see very easily, that the same categories of 
supplications form big groups in both of the materials, and on the other 
hand also the groups in which there are few supplications are the same 
in both of the materials. Thus we cannot say much about the differences 
between the Finnish and the German materials from the basis of the 
distribution of the cases under the different categories of supplications 
in the Penitentiary registers. Therefore we have to study further the dis-
similarities of the details in the cases, if we want to say something of 
the characteristics of the supplications in each material. 

De matrimonialibus 

Regardless of the difference between the proportions of Finnish 
and German matrimony supplications, the content of these docu-
ments is quite similar in both of the countries: mostly dispensations 
for the couples who wanted to get married even though they were 
related by too dose consanguinity or affinity degrees.19 The main dif-

The canon law declared severa! fundamental obstacles, which prevented a 
couple from marrying each other. These obstacles were too close kinship 
(consanguinitaSj which means relationship by the blood), too close affinity 
(affinitas, which means relationship by the marriages of the relatives), spiri
tual relationship (cognatio spiritualis which was a relationship created by 
the sacraments of the Catholic Church), too close relationship by adoption 
(cognatio legalis), the lack of public honesty, misinterpreting the identity or 
social status of the spouse, marriage contracted for a rape, mental illness of 
one of the spouses and situations when the spouses were not considered 
suitable to marry anyone. See more detailed for example W. PIöchi, Ge-
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ference between the two materials is, that the Variation of the cases 
is smaller in the Finnish documents than in the German cases. This 
results obviously from the fact, that the number of the cases is much 
greater in the German material. The main categories of the supplic-
ations - dispensations from consanguinity or affinity - are the same 
for both the countries. Also the proportions of cases belonging to the 
main categories are about the same. More or less 50% (18 cases) of 
the Finnish matrimony supplications contain a request concerning 
consanguinity. In the German cases the rate is more or less the same. 
The second biggest group within the documents is formed by the sup
plications for affinity, which in the Finnish material account for 
around 40% (13 cases) and in the German material 29% of all the 
supplications.20 In addition there are two Finnish cases21 where a 
question of both consanguinity and affinity relations arises. There are 
similar cases also in the German material. Only two Finnish supplic
ations do not belong to these two most important categories.22 

In the cases of consanguinity and affinity, it was an important 
fact to know how closely related the supplicants were.23 The closer 
relatives they were, the more serious was the case. In most of the 
Finnish cases the degree of consanguinity or affinity was third or 
fourth. There is only one case, where the spouses were related by the 

schichte des Kirchenrechts IL Die abendländische Christenheit 1055 bis 1517, 
Wien 1962, p. 309-326. 
Concerning the German cases see L. Schmugge, Verwaltung des Gewissens: 
Beobachtungen zu den Registern der päpstlichen Pönitentiarie, Rivista Inter
nazionale di Diritto Comune 7 (1996) p. 65. 
ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 17, fol. 41r and 53, fol 113v. 
In one case the supplicant - a male widow - asked for a licence to marry a 
woman, with whom he had had an affair already while his first wife was still 
living. ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 8, fol. 53v. The other case concerned a question 
of public honesty, which in the German material is the third biggest category 
of the supplications. ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 58, fol. 164v-165r. 
Before the Fourth Lateran Council (1215) the marriages were forbidden until 
the seventh degree of consanguinity or affinity. The Council released the im-
pediment down to the fourth degree relationship. See Canon 50. In: A. Gar
d a y Gar eia (ed.) Constitutiones Concilii quarti Lateranensis una cum Com-
mentariis glossatorum. Monumenta Iuris Canonici. Series A. Corpus Glossato-
rum. Voi. 2, Città del Vaticano 1981, p. 90-91. 
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second and fourth degree of affinity.24 In the German material the 
pattern is similar.25 

The German and Finnish cases have also another feature in 
common. Most of the couples were already married before they asked 
for the papa] letter. In such cases, the dispensation was not enough 
on its own to free the couple from the bürden of their conscience and 
so they had to apply as well for papal absolution. Of the thirty five 
Finnish couples twenty five were already married and in the German 
supplications this was also the Situation „in most of the cases".26 

Moreover, many of the couples had already children, for whom they 
also requested legitimisation. This legitimisation of children was very 
important, because the children born out of the wedlock were consid-
ered bastards and as such had no legal right for example to inherit 
property from their parents. Hence without the special legitimisation 
illegitimate children had no legal status in medieval society. 

In the cases of the couples who were already married, it was an 
important consideration, whether they had married each other know-
ing, (scientes), about the existing legal obstacle or whether they had 
done so in ignorance (ignoranter). This distinction is not stated in 
fourteen of the supplications27 - although nine of these cases con-
cerned couples, who were not yet married and so the distinction was 
thus useless. In four supplications the couple had been aware of the 
existing obstacle and in sixteen supplications the couple claimed ig
norance. In one supplication this phrase is given in form forsan 
scientes - maybe knowing. This kind of formula in the supplication 
does not mean, that the couple was not aware of the fact, but the 
formula used must have arisen from the fact, that the couple had not 

ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 28, fol. 15v. 
Schmugge/Hersperger /Wiggenhauser , Die Supplikenregister, p. 80. 
Ibid., p. 81. 
I have to point out, that even if a detail does not appear in the entry in the 
Penitentiary register, it may have been mentioned in the original letter of 
supplication. This is the case, for example, in one Finnish supplication. In 
the entry in ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 8, fol. 63v there is no mention of the fact, 
that the couple had married each other scientes, although it is stated in the 
original supplication, held at the Helsinki University Library. The document 
is edited (but dated wrongly) in FMU 4948. See later the footnote 81. 
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been present at the Curia and someone else had made the supplica
tion on their behalf. This representative, presumably, was uncertain, 
whether the couple had known about the obstacle or not, and to en-
sure, that the papal letter would cover the eventuality, that the couple 
actually knew about the obstacle - which would have made their 
fault more serious - he used the formula maybe knowing. The same 
kind of catch-all-formula can be found also in another Finnish suppli
cation.28 In this supplication the formula is used in the context of 
the consummation or non-consummation of matrimony, which was 
another important fact to know. A consummated marriage was always 
more severe fault.29 If the supplicant couple had made the supplica
tion themselves, they would not have used the formula forsan consu
mato, since they would certainly have known whether they had con
summated the marriage or not.30 

These papal dispensations, absolutions and legitimisations were 
not granted for free of Charge. In many cases, however, the price of 
the grant was more expensive for the German supplicante than for 
the Finns. In 113 German supplications out of the total of 656 (17%) 
the dispensation was granted, but it was also required, that the suppli
cation was componat cum datario, compound with dataria, which in 
practice meant, that the cost of the grant was much higher than nor-
mally.31 In the Finnish matrimony cases, this phrase appears only 
twice,32 that is only in 5% of the cases. This results maybe partly from 
the fact, that the Finnish matrimony cases are mostly of most average 
kind. This ensured the standard treatment of the supplications with-
out extra fees, which were required only in the more unusual cases. 

28 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 56, fol. 537v. In the same page there are four Finnish 
matrimony supplications. This is the third. 

29 About the consummation see J. A. Brundage, Sex, Law and Christian So
ciety in Medieval Europe. Chicago and London 1987, p. 232-233. 

30 This kind of formula was important, because the papal grant was valid only 
if all the details mentioned in the supplication were right. If the supplicant 
had lied and the papal grant was given by wrong basis, the papal letter of 
grant was of no value. See X 4.14.6. 

3 1 Schmugge, Verwaltung (see footnote 20), p. 66. 
32 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 17, fol. 41r and 25, fol. 63v. 
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De diversis formis and de declaratoriis 

Because the cases under the titles de diversis formis and de 
declaratoriis are very similar, I will handle here these two groups 
together. This accords well with the fact, that in the later volumes 
all these cases appear under the same title de diversis materis. The 
difference between the two groups lies only in the fact, that under 
the title de diversis formis the cases are normally of a more general 
kind. The cases under de declaratoriis are more exceptional cases, 
where the supplicant asked for a declaration that, in spite of crime, 
he was not irregulär and thus should have a good reputation.33 

Categories 

Murder and violence 
Apostasy, changing a monastery 
Crimes against exe. and interdict 
Sacrilege 
Simony 
Release from special sentences 
Absolution from oath 
Physical ir\jury 
Celibacy crimes 
Fasting 
Commutation of vow 
Concerning offices 
Other 

Total 

Finnish 

34 
2 
3 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 

47 

% 

74% 
4% 
6% 
4% 
0% 
0% 
2% 
2% 
4% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
4% 

100% 

German 

307 
89 
70 
23 
22 
22 
22 
21 
21 
21 
17 
15 

118 

768 

% 

40% 
11% 
9% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
2% 
2% 

15% 

100% 

Table 2 

The cases under this title are very heterogeneous, as can be seen 
already from the title de diversis materis - about different kind of 
matters - but what kind of material can be f ound there and what kind 
of differences there are between the German and Finnish material? I 
have represented the numbers of different kinds of cases for both 

33 About the differences between these two categories see for example 
Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser, RPG, Band 4, p. XXV-XXVIL 
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countries34 in Table 2 above. I have foUowed the categorisation of 
cases used in the German study. 

As can be seen, the violence and murder cases form signiflcantly 
the largest category in both the Finnish and the German materials. 
This is quite understandable against the fact, that a murder or a vio
lence was always a crime against someone's Me and thus a very seri-
ous crime.35 Violence or murder was considered in the canon law 
even more serious, if the victim or criminal was a priest36 or if the 
victim was a dose relative of the assailant. These cases were also 
among those, which the Pope had reserved to his authority and thus 
were handled in the Penitentiary. 

What kind of information is there in the supplications about the 
background of the persons, both those who committed the crimes 
and those who were the victims? In the Finnish cases the priests com
mitted the crime in nine cases out of ten and were victims in six cases 
out of ten, whereas, in the German material a priest was a victim in 
nine cases out of ten and a criminal in 45% of the cases.37 In the 
Finnish material there are no cases where both the victim and the 
violator had been laymen. Also in the German material these kind of 
cases were rare, only 2% of ali the violence and murder cases.38 These 

The numbers of German cases are from Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggen-
hauser, Die Supplikenregister, p. 97. 
We have to remember the fifth commandment „Thou shalt not kill". 
The Second Lateran Council 1139 has stated about the crimes against the 
priests in e. 15: „Rem placuit ut, si quis suadente diabolo, hujus sacrilega 
reatum incurrit, quod in clericum vel monachum violentas manus injece-
rit, anthematis vinculo subjaceat et nulius episcoporum illum praesumat 
absolvere, nisi mortis urgente periculo, donec apostolico conspectui prae-
sentetur et ejus mandatum suscipiat. Praecipimus etiam, ut eos, qui ad 
ecclesiam vel caemeterium confugerint, nuüus omnino manum mittere au-
deat. Quod si fecerit, exeommunicetur. " Citation: J. D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum 
conciliorum nova, amplissima collectio, tomus vigesimus primus. Venetiis 
1776, p. 530. The sanie canon, so called Si quis suadente is also in Gratians 
Decretum, C.17q.4c.29. 
The amounts of the victims and criminals are calculated on the basis of the 
information on Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser, Die Supplikenre
gister, p. 98-116. 
Ibid., p. 100. 
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cases must all concern the murders of close relatives, because these 
were the only lay cases which were obliged to be carried to the au-
thority of the Pope. 

Even though there are none or very few crimes committed by a 
layman against another, there are several cases, when the act of vio-
lence was committed by a priest against another. Thus, the violence 
was not always committed between a layman and a priest. In the 
Finnish material the cases where both the violator and victim were 
priests form almost half of the material. In the German material the 
percentage of fights between two priest is a bit lower, one third.39 

This shows us, that in both countries, and even more often in Finland, 
violence among priests was rather common. 

How can one explain the difference between the Finnish and 
German figures? Do they mean, that the priests were more violent in 
Finland than in Germany? I would say no and point out once again, 
that maybe it was more important for the Finnish priests - in order 
to continue in their ecclesiastical Offices - to make the long and ex-
pensive journey to the Curia for supplication process than it was for 
the Finnish laymen. The laymen may have just confessed the sin at 
home and not made the long journey for a papal absolution.40 Of 
course there is also the argument, that the laymen may have re-
spected the priest much more than the priest respected the laymen, 
and therefore the laymen did not dare to attack the priests so often 
as the priest attacked laymen. I would, however, not place much evi-

39 Ibid., p. 98-116. 
40 The canon Si quis suadente (see footnote 36) said, that anyone who laid 

violent hand upon a cleric or a monk incurred ipso facto excommunication. 
The violator had no other possibility than to seek absolution at the papal 
court. He could avoid this only if he was dying. Later the canonical develop-
ment, however, reduced the number of the cases in which the supplicant had 
to turn to the papal Curia for absolution. The locai bishop was given the right 
to absolve the Christians if the journey to the Holy See was considered too 
dangerous or if the supplicant was a minor or a woman. R. H. Helmholz, 
The Spirit of Classical Canon Law, Athens & London 1996, p. 384-389. The 
Finns in particular may have made use of the mie about the route being too 
dangerous (there were namely „the heretical Russians" very close) and set 
off only in the most serious cases if there was no easier way to get the 
supplication to the Curia. 
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dence in this speculation. The bigger amount of priests as victims in 
the German material results, in my opinion, from the fact that the 
laymen in general carne more often from Germany to the Curia to get 
their absolutions than the Finnish laymen did. Hence the difference 
between the German and Finnish figures would seem to depend more 
on the difficulty of the journey to the Curia than from the real amount 
of the crimes committed. 

Although the violence cases are the most common category in 
both the German and Finnish material, we can see a huge difference 
in the frequency of the cases. Violence and murder cases are much 
more common in the Finnish material than in the German material. 
In the Finnish de diversis formis and de declaratoriis supplications 
the proportion of the violence and murder cases is almost twice that 
found in the German material. The difference is even greater if we 
consider the percentage of violence cases in relation to the whole 
ränge of the cases. In the whole Finnish material of 122 cases there 
are 36 documents about violence, which form 30% of all the Finnish 
supplications. This is quite a big portion compared to the German 
material, where there are 307 violence cases, which are only nine 
percent of all the German supplications.41 

How serious crimes were the cases that were brought to the 
Penitentiary? In the German murder and violence material (307 cases) 
one third were murder cases and two thirds crimes of violence. In 
the Finnish material (34 cases) the amount of the murder cases was 
56% and of the violence cases 44%. Hence the Finnish crimes were 
more serious than the German crimes. This result brings us the pie-
ture of violent Finland in the later middle ages, which suits very well 
to the arguments of Professor Heikki Ylikangas, who in his studies 
has proved, that violence was very common in the 16th Century Fin-
land.42 

The German numbers are taken from Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggen-
h aus er, Die Supplikenregister, p. 57, 97. 
H. Ylikangas, Väkivaltarikosten motivaatiopohja 1500-luvulla Suomessa, 
Historiallinen Arkisto 1971, p. 88-199, idem, Ongelmakohtia väWvaltarikolli-
suuden kehityksessä Suomessa, in: S. Forss t röm (ed.), Laittomuuden laita-
teillä. Rikos Suomessa 1500-luvulta nykypäiviin. Studia Historica Helsingen-
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The other categories of supplications within the de diversis 
formis and de declaratoriis supplications remain very small beside 
the majority of the murder and violence cases. There are only two 
cases of apostasy or changing the monastery or order.43 This is, how-
ever, obvious because there were only six convents and three mon-
astic orders in Finland.44 Beside these there are three cases of crimes 
against the sentences of excommunications,45 two sacrilege cases, 
where the supplicant had broken into an ecclesiastical building,46 one 
release from a vow, in which the supplicant had promised in the mo
ment of a bad sickness to enter a monastery and who after he had 
recovered wanted to change the vow into another kind of work of 
charity.47 There is also one case of physical injury,48 which actually 
should be under the title de promotis et promovendis, two celibacy 
crimes, where a confessor had had sexual relationship with women, 
who carne to him to confess49 and two other kind of cases.50 We can 
also see clearly, that the variety of the cases is much smaller in the 
Finnish material than in the German, but as I have already before 
said, this results from the fact that there are so few Finnish cases. 

These kind of cases involving canonical crimes were not han-
dled only in the Penitentiary, but also in other papal Offices, like in 
Dataria Apostolica, which also had the right to grant dispensations. 
In FMU nineteen documents appear which record cases placed before 
another court in the papal Curia.51 In those cases the Datary has 

sis. Helsingin yliopiston historian laitoksen julkaisuja 1/1996, Helsinki 1996, 
p.5-11. 

43 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 62, fol. 168v-169r and 68, fol. 534r-534v. 
44 In Finland there were two Dominican convents (at Turku and Viipuri), three 

Franciscan convents (at Viipuri, Rauma and in the island of Kökar) and one 
Brigittan convent (at Naantali). 

45 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 44, fol. 165r, 44, fol. 183r and 45, fol. 245r-245v. 
46 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 46, fol. 310r and 47, fol. 420v. 
47 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 34, fol. 159v 
48 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 46, fol. 311r-311v. 
49 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 20, fol. 221v and 53, fol. 449v. 
50 ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 21, fol. 82v and 44, fol. 214r-214v. 
51 FMU 2934, 3267, 3273, 3408, 3409, 3588, 3589, 3603, 3608, 3611, 3622, 3781, 

3858, 4549,4664,4781-4783, 5643. These 19 documents, however, teil us only 
about 14 different cases, because in some cases severa! documents have been 
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granted the absolution and dispensation. There are to be found also 
in the Repertorium Germanicum cases, which were brought to the 
Datary instead of the Penitentiary.52 

De defectu natalium and de uberiori 

The third biggest group of supplications appears under the titles 
de defectu natalium and de uberiori, later de illegitimüs. All three 
categories include similar kind of material, that is supplications from 
illegitimate children, who want dispensation from the illegitimacy, 
which would otherwise exclude them from a higher ecclesiastical of
fice.53 The difference between these two categories is very simple: 
the de defectu natalium supplications are all simple supplications 
seeking one ecclesiastical office only, whereas the de uberiori cases 
are supplications seeking a permit to hold more than one ecclesiasti
cal office at a time.54 De illegitimüs, in turn, includes all kinds of 
material about the illegitimacy, including also the so-called ubi pater 
supplications, where the priest's son applied beside the dispensation 
also for a special licence to hold the same office as his father had 
held.55 

Most of the 20 Finnish supplications are made by one individuai 
supplicant. There is only one supplication made by severa! persons 
jointly - in this case three persons. This means that, in fact 22 Finnish 
supplicants received the papal grant. All the Finnish illegitimacy cases 
are de defectu natalium supplications, i.e. supplications in simple 
form. It is a bit stränge, that there are no Finnish de uberiori supplic-

preserved for one single case, for example one document in the Registers of 
Supplication and another in the Lateran Registers. 
Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser, Die Supplikenregister, p. 222. 
Illegitimate children were not considered suitable to hold a higher ecclesiasti
cal office with eure of souls. For more information on the canon law of the 
illegitimacy see P. Landau, Das Weihehindernis der Illegitimität in der Ge
schichte des kanonischen Rechts, in: Illegitimität im Spätmittelalter (see foot-
note9), p.41-53. 
For a detailed study of the de defectu natalium or de uberiori supplications 
see L. Schmugge, Kirche, Kinder, Karrieren (see footnote 2). 
Schmugge discusses the ubi pater supplications in Kirche, Kinder, Karrie
ren, p. 162-165. 
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ations, because according to the German study, there is normally one 
de uberiori supplication for every six de defectu natalium supplic
ations.56 According to this ratio there should be three Finnish de uber
iori supplications rather than none. This absence of de uberiori sup
plications results presumably from the fact, that there were so few 
ecclesiastical Offices in Finland, and so there was little reason to 
make this sort of supplications.57 

The entries in the Penitentiary registers reveal quite a lot Infor
mation about the supplicants themselves. Beside the casual Informa
tion given in the supplications, i.e. the name, social status and the 
home diocese of the supplicant, in the illegitimacy supplications also 
the social status of the parents of the supplicants is indicated. This 
information teils us what kind of relationship the supplicant was born 
out of. 

There was little Variation in the kinds of Finnish supplicants. 
All of them were male, which is not altogether surprising, because 
according to the German study the female supplicants formed only 
1,4% of all the supplicants.58 Less expected, however, was the social 
status of the supplicants. Three out of four Finnish supplicants were 
called students in the supplications and a quarter were holders of 
lower ecclesiastical Offices - in the supplications they were called 
accolitus. This means that none of the Finnish supplicants had yet 
entered the proper ecclesiastical career, for which they would have 
needed the papa! grant, but were honestly seeking this grant in ad-
vance. This contrasts with Schmuggel figures for the whole material, 

Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser, Die Supplikenregister, p. 57. 
In Finland the Offices, which were compatibile (in the regulations of the 
compatibility it is said, that only one of the offìces held at the sanie time 
could be an office with the cure of the souls) were almost exclusively the 
Offices of the canons or prelates in the Turku cathedra!. The Statutes of the 
Turku Chapter from the year 1474 (canon 12) in its tum denied from the 
illegitime children the right to become the member of the Chapter, which 
denied the illegitimate children the possibility of having more than one office. 
See K. Pirinen, Turun tuomiokapituli keskiajan lopulla, Suomen Kirkkohis-
toriallisen Seuran Toimituksia 58, Forssa 1956, p. 53-54. 
Schmugge, Kirche, Kinder, Karrieren, p. 145. Also the fact, that in Finland 
there was only one nun convent must have effected on the absence of the 
supplications from the women. 
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where two thirds of the supplicante were studente and one third held 
already a higher ecclesiastical office, for which they needed both a 
dispensation and an absolution.59 

The most interesting part in the illegitimacy supplications is, 
where it is stated what kind of relationship the illegitimate child was 
born out of, i.e. details on the social status of the father and mother. 
In the Finnish supplications the Situation is very simple: 86% of the 
fathers were priests and 14% unmarried men. All the mothers were 
unmarried women. Comparing this Situation to the whole material the 
Variation in the Finnish material is quite negligible. In the whole 
material, fathers are described variously as unmarried, widowed or 
married laymen (40% of the fathers) as well as men under the celi-
bacy vows: from friars to abbote and priests to bishops (60% of the 
fathers). The Situation with regard to the variety of the mothers in 
the whole material is quite similar, although the proportion of the 
laymothers is bigger than the amount of the layfathers.60 

One interesting point in these figures is, however, that, in the 
Finnish cases the proportion of the priest as fathers is much bigger 
than that in the whole material. This does not necessarily mean, that 
the Finnish priests were more likely to commit a crime of this kind, 
but that in the Finnish society the sons of the priests were more likely 
than other illegitimate children compared with other parte of the 
Latin West to enter an ecclesiastical career.61 

59 Ibid., p. 154-155. 
60 Ibid., p. 183. 
61 Regarding the Finnish illegitimacy supplications see K. Salonen, In their 

Fathers' Footsteps. The Illegitimate Sons of the Finnish Priests according to 
the Archives of the Sacred Penitentiary 1449-1523, in: Roma, magistra mundi. 
Itineraria culturae medievalis. Mélanges offerts au Pére L. E. Boy le à l'occa-
sion de son 75e anniversaire. Fédération Internationale des Instituts d'Études 
Médiévales. Textes et Études du Moyen Àge, 10, 3, Louvain-la-Neuve 1998, 
p. 355-366. 
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De promotis et promovendis 

This group consists of supplications about promotions to a 
higher ecclesiastica! offìces, for which the supplicant was not quali-
fied or competent for some reason.62 It is difficult to make any sort 
of comparisons between the Finnish and the German material, be-
cause there are only two Finnish supplication in this category. Both 
of the Finnish cases are very common type: a priest has entered an 
ecclesiastical career even though he was a minor and thus ineligible.63 

In the German material this kind of supplications accounts for two 
cases out of five.64 

De confessionalibus 

Most of the supplications under this title are simple supplic
ations, i.e. the supplicant asks for a licence to choose their own con
fessor in preference to turn to the locai priest as was the practice. If 
the supplicant wanted, he could also ask for a further licence so that 
the chosen confessor could grant the absolution also for some more 
serious sins. These kinds of documents are however quite rare. All 
the Finnish cases are simple supplications. 

This group of cases is very interesting, aithough all the docu
ments are very short, indicating only the supplicante name, social 
status (though not always) and diocese. The interesting feature of this 
group is that a large proportion of the supplicants are women, which 

Catholic Church considered a person qualified for the ecclesiastical office 
only if he was physically perfect (that is, he could not have a bodily injury 
like missing parts or the body or imperfect eyesight), old enough (that is, not 
a minor) and competent for the office (he had to be able to sing, read and 
talk clearly to be able of saying the mass). If someone did not come up to ali 
of these requirements, he needed a dispensation if he wanted to hold the 
office. There are also cases, where the supplicant was incompetent of enter-
ing an office, but he had anyhow entered the office by false title. In these 
cases the supplicant needed also an absolution. For more detailed Informa
tion, see Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser, Die Supplikenregister, 
p. 196-198. 
ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 17, fol. 155v and 21, fol. 216r. 
Schmugge/Hersperger/Wiggenhauser, Die Supplikenregister, p. 199-
201. 
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in other groups is very rare. Also the amount of lay supplicants is 
much higher than in the other categories of supplications, apart from 
the matrimony cases, in which of course all persons are laymen. 

The 18 Finnish confession supplications were made by 26 per
sons, of which 13 are laymen and 13 Clerks. This distribution is similar 
in the German material.65 Two of the Finnish supplications (11%) are 
made by individuai women and four (22%) by several persons to-
gether, of which at least one is said to be a woman. Hence in every 
third Finnish supplication there is a female supplicant. More or less 
the same result is found in the German material.66 

It is a pity, that the entries in the Penitentiary registers are so 
short. It would be interesting to know, for example, why the suppli
cants wanted another priest as a confessor instead of the locai priest. 
One explanation, which occurs to me, may be the social relationships 
in the medieval society: for some reason the supplicant did not want 
to confess his/her sins to the locai priest, but wanted someone 
(maybe) more trustworthy as a confessor. Another reason might be 
absence from the home village or town. It was namely compulsory to 
make a confession at least once a year to the priest of his/her home 
parish and during for example a long journey the supplicant needed 
a permit to confess to someone other, than to the normal confessor.67 

2. The Penitentiary material as a record of connections 
between Finland and the Curia 

I have stated above many times, that the journey from Finland 
to Rome was long and thus also expensive. I have calculated that an 
average journey from Finland to Rome took at least two to three 
months. According to J. W. Rooth a financial remittance sent from 
Finland to Rome in the middle ages arrived at its destination in seven 
weeks, when the sender used the network of the Central European 

65 Ibid., p. 209. 
66 Ibid., p. 209. 
67 W. Plöchl, Geschichte des Kirchenrechts II, p. 283-288. 
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bankers.68 A journey to the Curia probably took two or three months 
because when a Finnish person left for Rome it was probably the 
only major journey of his lifetime. Thus the traveller did not necessar-
ily choose the shortest and quiekest way as did the couriers of the 
bankers, but took the opportunity to visit also other (holy) places 
along the way as a tourist or a pilgrim. 

What can the Penitentiary material teil us about the connections 
between Finland and the Papal Curia? The first thing which we need 
to consider is how many supplications there are in total and how 
many per each year. In the register volumes 3-72, which cover the 
years 1449-152369 there are 122 Finnish supplications, that is 1,6 per 
year on average. The first Finnish supplication is from the year 1450 
and the last from the year 1521. Beside the years 1449, 1522 and 1523 
there are also 33 other years, when no supplications are recorded 
from Finland. Hence supplications are found for every other year, 
more or less. In the Figure 1. below the actual numbers of Finnish 
cases registered each year are represented. 

As can be seen, the number of supplications varies quite a lot 
from one year to another. The busiest year was the year 1475, when 
there were 11 Finnish supplications (9% of the total amount of 122).70 

J. W. Rooth, Àbo stads historia under medeltiden och 1500-talet III. Bidrag 
tili Àbo stads historia II, 12, Helsingfors 1916, p. 119, footnote 1. 
The missing volumes mentioned earlier in the footnote 2 are from the pontifi
cai years 1496-1497, 1504-1505, 1505-1506, 1508-1509, 1513-1514, 1514-
1515 and half of the material is missing from the years 1515-1516, 1516-
1517, 1518-1519 and 1520-1521. 
The Finnish supplications are divided into five groups on the basis of the 
dates when they were handled in the Penitentiary: I: one supplication, from 
2nd of January; II: four supplications, from 29^ (1) and 30th (3) of March; III: 
two supplications, from 3 rd and 8th of July; IV: one supplication, from 24th of 
September; V: three supplications, from IT*1 (2) and 20th of December. ASV, 
Penitenzieria Ap. 23, fols. 29r, 69r, 261r, 284r, 294r and 24, fols. 82v, 252r. In 
FMU we can find eight documents from the same year. Four of them (FMU 
3588, 3589, 3590 and 3591 from the dates 14th (2) and 29th (2) of March) 
correspond with the group II of the Penitentiary material and two of them 
(FMU 3610 and 3611 from 26th and 28th of September) correspond with the 
group IV. The other two documents do not correspond with the Penitentiary 
cases. FMU 3603 is from ls t of August and FMU 3619 from 23rd of November. 
This means that there was at least five different groups Coming to Rome from 
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Figure 1: The number of the Finnish cases brought to the Penitentiary per 
each year 

^ ^ $ # ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ v,* ^ v#\ ^= ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Source: ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 3-72. 

Apart from this one extraordinary year, there were normally very few 
supplications per year from Finland. The most common Situation was 
one supplication per year (in those years, when there were suppli
cations from Finland). Two supplications per year is still quite com
mon, but there are only seven years when there were more than five 
Finnish supplications, including the year 1475. The high concentration 
of supplications in particular years can be explained by the fact that 
the Finns have tended to bring several supplications to the Peni
tentiary together, and in such a small total amount of material, as the 
Finnish material is, these peaks can easily appear much more dra-

Finland of which three had brought the Finnish supplications only to the 
Penitentiary. 
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matic than they would be, were the overall example larger, as in the 
case of the German material. A good example of the tendency of Fin
nish supplications to come in several at time are the three supplic
ations from the 30th of March 1475, when the Penitentiary granted two 
dispensations and one licence for four Finnish supplicants.71 These 
documents from one single day form 2,5% of all the Finnish material. 

Why do such peaks occur in the number of supplications? It is 
clear, that the Finns did not send supplications to the Curia one by 
one, but several supplicants used the same representative bringing 
their supplications to the Curia all at the same time. It seems, that 
such representative was not sent every year to Rome and so in some 
years no supplications appear, while in other years several supplic
ations were brought together.72 

Why then were Finnish supplications brought to Rome in those 
particular years in which they were? There must be an explanation 
for setting off for a journey in these years. One explanation could be 
the Holy Years of the Catholic Church. There were three Holy Years 
in this period: 1450, 1475 and 1500. From the Finnish material we can 
see, that the amount of the supplications during the Holy Years is 
somewhat higher than in the years preceding and following. It is clear, 
that during these years there were more people in Rome than in other 
years, because the Pope had promised perpetuai indulgences to all 
Christians who visited the Holy See during the Holy Years. This prom
ise was very attractive and naturally brought to Rome innumerable 
amount of pilgrims, who possibly brought supplications to the Curia 
on behalf of themselves or of others. Such pilgrims who set off from 
Finland brought also Finnish supplications to the Penitentiary. 

The same characteristic of an increased number of supplic
ations during the Holy Years can be seen also in the Penitentiary 
material as a whole. According to Schmuggel study of the illegiti-

ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 23, fol. 261r and 284r. at fol. 261r there are two Finnish 
supplications from that day. The other supplication at fol. 284r names two 
supplicants. 
One Finnish example of a supplication being delegated to someone, who 
already was in Rome or was about to go there, is a letter from the Finnish 
bishop to the chargé d'affaires of the Swedish governor in Rome concerning 
a defectus corporis supplication on behalf of archdeacon Paulus (Paavali) 
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macy supplications, the number of supplications varied from year to 
year. For example during the years of the plague the number of the 
supplications feil. Schmugge also points out, that during the Holy 
Years 1450, 1475 and 1500 a growth in the number of supplications is 
evident. The biggest peak occurred in the year 1450, when there were 
over 2100 illegitimacy supplications. During the other two Holy Years 
there were only half this many supplications, which was still much 
more than in other years, when there were on average 400-600 sup-
plication per year.73 Among the Holy Years the same kind of peaking 
is not observed with regard to the Finnish material where the year 
1475 was absolutely the busiest and also the year 1500 was busier 
than the 1450. 

In the Finnish material there are severa! other peaks in the 
yearly number of supplications, which can not be explained in terms 
of Holy Years. For example, a particularly busy period was that be-
tween the years 1468-1478. In order to try to find a reason, why there 
are other peaks in the material, we have to compare the numbers of 
Penitentiary documents to the quantity of other Finnish ecclesiastical 
documents from the same period.74 

From the period 1449-1523 there are in FMU 170 documents, 
which teil about the contacts between the Turku diocese and the 
Holy See. The material in FMU is, unlike the Penitentiary material, 
not from one and the same Papal office but it comprises original 
papa! letters preserved in Finland or copies of supplications and Pa-
pal letters, enregistered by various Offices in the Curia and held in 
the Vatican Archives.75 Consequently the material is very hetero-

Scheel. FMU 4781. Scheel's supplication was later (12. 8.1498) handled in the 
Penitentiary. ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 46, fol. 311r-v. 
L. Schmugge, Schleichwege zu Pfründe und Altar. Päpstliche Dispense vom 
Geburtsmakel 1449-1533, Historische Zeitschrift 257 (1993) p. 629, 640-641. 
I have used the documents edited in FMU calculating the numbers of the 
documents per each year. 
The biggest series of registers which the Finns have gone through for the 
edition are the registers of Supplications (Reg. Suppl.), the Vatican registers 
(Reg. Vat), the Lateran Registers (Reg. Lat.) and the Annates. The problem 
with this approach is that, the same document may appear as much as three 
times in the edition, firstly as the supplication from the Reg. Suppl, secondly 
in the Reg. Vat. or Reg. Lat. as the copy of the original Papal letter and thirdly 
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geneous. It consists of supplications, papal letters and other entries 
in the registers. Some of the documents deal with fiscal issues, such 
as accounts for the Peter's pence and other payments. Others are 
letters of indulgence, Privileges and dispensations. Severa! docu
ments also concern ecclesiastical Offices in the Chapter of Turku and 
their holders. Sixty percent of the material are letters from the Turku 
diocese to the Curia and forty percent are letters from the Curia 
to the Turku diocese.76 In Figure 2 below the distribution of the 
number of these additional Finnish ecclesiastical documents per year 
is represented. 

As with the Penitentiary material, in the FMU material we can 
observe, that the supplications do not cover the whole period 1449-
1523, but the years 1450-1521. On average there are 2,6 documents 
for each year. However, there were altogether 29 years, when there 
were no recorded contacts between Finland and the Curia.77 Another 
similarity can be seen in both groups of material: the number of the 
documents varies a great deal. In some years there were severa! docu
ments and in some years none. 

as the original Papal letter preserved in Finland. However such extreme cases 
have not actually risen with regard the Finnish material, but in some cases 
there are two versions of the same document. Consequently the number of 
documents (170) does not correspond to the number of cases dealt with in 
the Curia: the actual number is around 150 cases. However, in some cases, 
the Situation is not very simple. For example severa! letters were written 
from Finland to the Curia and vice versa so, that it is impossible to be defi
nite, whether there has been only one case or several cases. Therefore, I use 
in this study the number of 170 documents. 
See FMU III-VIII, passim. 
The loss of register volumes has been very great when it comes to the Vatican 
Registers, Lateran Registers and the Registers of Supplications. For example, 
more or less 50% of the Lateran Registers have been lost during the years 
(largely during the Sack of Rome in 1527 and when Napoleon, after having 
conquered the Papal State in 1809, had transported the Vatican archives to 
Paris in order to establish there a World Archive) and the same thing has 
more or less happened also to the other register series. For further details 
see H. Diener, Die Grossen Registerserien im Vatikanischen Archiv (1378-
1523), QFIAB 51 (1971) p. 305-368 or L. E. Boyle, A Survey of the Vatican 
archives and of its Medieval Holdings. Pontificai Institute of Mediaeval Stu-
dies Toronto, Canada 1972, p. 133-134. 
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Figure 2: The number of the Finnish ecclesiastical documents per each year 
inFMU 

•^ jp ^ s& ^ ^ / > / ^ v#> jß> / • / # ^ v # ^ $• <$> 

Source: FMU III-VIII. 

Regarding the Penitentiary material, I have already mentioned, that 
the number of the documents always peaked in the Holy Years. This 
is true also of the FMU material since from the years 1450, 1475 and 
1500 there are more supplications than usually. The peaks, however, 
are not so distinct as in the Penitentiary material. This difference can 
be explained by the fact, that the Holy Years brought to Rome a lot 
of ordinary Christians with their supplications, while the affairs of the 
diocese had to be handled year in year out, whether it was a Holy 
Year or not. Thus the quality of the material makes some kind of 
difference between the numbers of the documents in the two materi-
als. 

One thing we can see clearly in the FMU material is that the 
number of documents peaks in the years when the newly elected Fin-
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nish bishop or his commissioner78 carne to Rome either to became 
consecrated or to pay the obligatory dues for the Holy See. During 
the period of this study six bishops were elected to the see of Turku, 
namely Olavi Maununpoika in 1450, Konrad Bitz in 1460, Maunu Särki-
lahti in 1489, Lauri Suurpää in 1500, Johannes IV Olavinpoika in 1506 
and in 1510 Arvid Kurki - the last catholic bishop of Turku. If we 
look at the Figure 2, we can find, that during the years of these episco-
pal elections a peak always occurred in the number of the documents. 
There are only two exceptions, the years 1506 and 1510. But these 
discrepancies can be explained by the fact, that the bishops were 
elected so late in those years, that the legates did not reach Rome 
until the year after the election. As I have said there were more docu
ments than used in those years, because when the Finnish bishop or 
his procurator carne to Rome, he did not come for one purpose only, 
but dealt at the same time with several different issues some of which 
have awaited consideration for some time. Similar kind of Situation 
occurred in those years, when the bishops either in person or by 
means of a representative made the compulsory Visits (visitationes 
liminum ss. apostolorum) to the Holy See.79 

If we look at Figure 1 concerning the Penitentiary material, we 
see that, when it comes to the peaks in the number of supplications, 
there is the same tendency as in the FMU material: That is the number 
of the supplications to the Penitentiary also peaked in the years of 
episcopal Visits or delegations to Rome. In each of the years of episco-
pal Visits (1450, 1460, 1489, 1500, 1506/1507 and 1510/1511) there are 
several supplications in the registers of the Penitentiary. What can 

Bishops or elects (at least from so far away as Finland) were not obliged to 
come to the Pope for consecration. Instead they could be consecrated as 
bishops by their locai archbishop. Of the Finnish bishops, only the first two 
(Olavi Maununpoika in 1450 and Konrad Bitz in 1460) from this period went 
personally to Rome while the others turned to the archbishop. Concerning 
the Finnish bishops, see P. Juusten, Catalogus et ordinaria successio episco-
porum fmlandesium, ed. S. Heininen, Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran 
toimituksia 143, Helsinki 1988. 
Concerning the Visits of the Scandinavian bishops, see Y. Brilioth, De sven-
ska medeltidsbiskoparnes visitationes liminum ss apostolorum, Kyrkohisto-
risk Àrskrift 14 (1913) p. 205-219. 
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we deduce from this phenomena? In my opinion it teils us, that the 
supplications brought to the Penitentiary were not brought simply by 
individuai Finnish supplicant acting purely of their own volition and 
independently of each other, but that the Finnish supplications were 
to some extent co-ordinated by the diocese. This is perhaps not sur-
prising since the supplications dealt with those things, which locai 
clergy were not able to deal with. When the confessor or bishop ad-
vised the supplicant to make a supplication to the Holy See, he maybe 
also took care of the referrai of the supplication to Rome. 

All the peaks and the through in the figures correspond closely 
in both materiate, but some differences can be observed. In the FMU 
material, we can see that in the years 1465 and 1466 there are several 
documents from both of the years. In the Penitentiary records, on the 
contrary, these years have been relatively quiet. There is a simple 
explanation for this difference: during these years a Finnish scholar, 
magister Maunu Särkilahti (later the bishop of Turku) was staying for 
a while in Rome and during his stay he made several supplications to 
the Pope in order to obtain several ecclesiastica! Offices, with whose 
incomes he could maintain himself in Rome. 

A similar kind of Situation can be observed in the end of the 
1510's. From FMU we can find several supplications from those years 
while in the Penitentiary material there are virtually no entries from 
this period. This difference arises, because in the ecclesiastica! Chap-
ter of Turku several Offices became vacant one after another and 
there were many foreign and Finnish aspirants to these Offices who 
in competition made supplications and complaints about the holding 
of these Offices. So the number of documents naturally increased in 
these years. This competition for the Offices was not recorded in the 
Penitentiary material and therefore the number of the supplications 
there did not show a corresponding increase. 

Apart from these two peaks in the FMU material and the long 
period 1468-1478 mentioned earlier, when several cases appear each 
year in the Penitentiary material but hardly any in the FMU material,80 

I have not found a reason for this difference. One possibility is, that the losses 
of other Papal register series from that time cause an illusion, that there were 
few contacts from Finland to the Curia and vice versa. 
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the peaks and troughs in both materials correspond quite well. This 
would seem to further support my argument, that in Finland the sup-
plications made to the Penitentiary were up to some point controlied 
by the diocese. They were not just efforts of individuai Christians. 

A good example of the influence of the locai bishop over the 
supplications is a Finnish supplication of July 1460.81 A Finnish cou-
ple (Philippus Yverson and Helena Henrici) applied for a matrimonial 
dispensation, because they were related by the fourth degree of affin-
ity. How their supplication reached the Papal curia, which was at that 
time in Siena, can be explained quite easily. The same day as their 
supplication there is also a document, which teils us that the newly 
elected Finnish bishop, Konrad Bitz, was also in Siena for his con-
secration. Furthermore the bride, Helena Henrici, was the daughter 
of the cousin of bishop Bitz,82 and so it seems evident, that the bishop 
himself had been the prime mover in this supplication. 

Apart from the visiting bishops or their procurators, who eise 
brought the supplications to the Penitentiary? As stated before with 
regard to the Holy Years, pilgrims often seem to have been the mes
senger. They were, however, not the only ones carrying supplic
ations. The supplicants themselves also carne to Rome sometimes.83 

In some Finnish supplications it is recorded, that the supplicant was 
present in the Roman Curia. For example in the supplication of a 
Finnish priest Magnus Petri on the 24th of July 1481, it was recorded, 
that he was „in curia sanctitatis vestre presens".84 A similar state

in the registers of the Penitentiary the date given is vii idus Julii anno 
secondo Pii II (9. 7.1460). In FMU there is edited the original supplication, 
which is a sola signatura supplication, with the date of xii kal. Augusti anno 
if (21. 7.). The date 21. 7. must be the right one and in the Penitentiary 
registers the different date presumably results from an error of the copyist. 
This is possible, because there is also another Finnish matrimony supplica
tion copied in the same page in the Penitentiary register, which has also the 
date 9. 7.1460. ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 8, fol. 63v. In the FMU edition the year 
given (1502) is wrong. FMU 4948. 
E. Anthoni, En pàvlig dispens för äktenskap i förbjudna led, Historisk tid-
skrift för Finland 37 (1952) p. 90-94. 
It was not necessary for the supplicant himself to be present in the Curia. 
ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 30, fol. 42v. 
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ment is found in another Finnish supplication from the 3rd of May 
1495, namely: „ad Curiam Romanam venu in qua est de presenti".86 

These visitors, however, did not bring any other supplication apart 
from their own. 

On most occasions, several supplications were brought to the 
Curia together by a single representative of the Turku diocese. For 
example all eleven surviving documents (six from the Penitentiary 
and five from FMU) from the year 1485 belong to the same time of 
year. The documents in the registers of the Penitentiary are from the 
period of 20th of May - 22nd of June and the documents in FMU from 
the period between 26th of May and 701 of June. Hence if seems prob
able that a Finn was in Rome in the early summer of 1485 and he 
dealt with all matters, that were important to the Turku diocese. Who 
this representative was is not known.86 Similar concentration of Fin
nish supplications in particular months can also be found in other 
years. From some years we can see, that there are actually two groups 
of supplications at two different times of year. 

At which time of the year did the Finns tend to set off for Rome 
and the Penitentiary? According to Schmugge, the spring months, 
March, April and May were the busiest months in the Penitentiary. 
This result fits well into the fact, that these months were the most 
pleasant months to travel in Italy. In the summer it was too hot and 
there was also always a danger of malaria. Hence the summer period 
was relatively quiet in the Penitentiary, as also Walter Murner has 
observed in his Penitentiary manual.87 Was this Situation also true 
with regard to the Finnish cases? In Table 3 below the average distri-
bution of Finnish supplications throughout the year is represented. 

ASV, Penitenzieria Ap. 44, fol. 214r-214v. The same supplication is also in the 
Reg. Suppl. 1005, fol. 33r as a renewal. The supplication is also edited in FMU 
4606, but the edition is not a good one. In the edition the name of the suppli-
cant as well as other important information has been misread. 
As the Turku diocese belonged to the province of Upsala, it is also possible, 
that Swedish legates took also care of Finnish supplications. For example, 
the procurator of the governor of Sweden, Hemming Gadh, probably helped 
also the Finnish supplicants. K. Pirinen, Turun tuomiokapituli, p. 410-411. 
Schmugge, Kirche, Kinder, Karrieren, p. 173. 
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Month 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Total 

Table 3 

Cases 

9 
3 
9 

11 
11 
10 
15 
18 
10 
7 
9 

10 

122 

% 

7,4% 
2,5% 
7,4% 
9,0% 
9,0% 
8,2% 

12,3% 
14,7% 
8,2% 
5,7% 
7,4% 
8,2% 

100,0% 

According to this table there are no big variations in the number of 
the supplications from month to month. Making firm conclusions on 
the basis of only 122 supplications is quite difficult and also risky, 
because there is always the danger of Statistical illusions. Neverthe-
less, it seems that the Finnish supplications were concentrated to 
some degree in the summer months from April to September. The two 
busiest months were July and August. Consequently the Finns did not 
arrive at the Penitentiary during those months, which were normally 
the busiest, but a little bit later. 

The reason for this was probably the great length of the journey 
from Finland to the Mediterranean. Before the Finns could set off for 
the journey, they would have had to wait until the sea was free from 
ice and the roads dry and in good condition after the damages of the 
frost on the ground. If we assume, as stated earlier in this article, that 
the journey from Scandinavia to the Curia took some two or three 
months, it seems quite clear, that the Finns would quite naturaily have 
arrived in Rome during the summer months rather than during the 
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spring months as the other supplicants tended to do. Furthermore, a 
traveller staying in Rome during the summer months also had time to 
arrive home before the cold winter months. The same pattern can 
also be seen in the Norwegian material.88 

3. Conclusions 

What then we can conclude on the basis of the Finnish Peni-
tentiary material? We have seen that the distribution of cases under 
the different categories of supplications is quite the same both in the 
German and in the Finnish material. Only some differences emerge, 
largely depending on the importance to carry the case up to the Pope 
himself. Also the content of the supplications was more or less the 
same in both of the materials. In the German cases there is greater 
variety of the cases, naturally because of the greater number of sup
plications. The only major difference to be noticed was the fact, that 
in the Finnish cases the Proportion of violence crimes is much higher 
than in the German material. This probably results from the fact, that 
Finnish supplicants did not want to make the long and expensive 
supplication process and journey to the Curia for cases of minor im
portance. 

In comparing the Finnish Penitentiary material to other Finnish 
ecclesiastical material it can be observed, that there is a marked cor-
respondence in terms of the frequency of annual connections be-
tween the Turku Diocese and the Curia. In the Holy Years of the Cath-
olic Church and years when the Finnish bishop (or elect) or his repre-
sentative visited the Holy See, in both the registers of the Penitentiary 
as well as in other papal register series, there are many more Finnish 
entries than from the average years. This parallel teils us about the 
influence of the locai bishop or his chapter personal on the practice 
of making supplications. It also seems, that the bishop or his chapter 

This information about the supplications from the Nidaros archbishop's dio
cese was kindly given to me by Per Ingesman. In the FMU material the busiest 
month seems have been also July (14% of the documents). Otherwise the 
documents are quite well spread over all the months. 
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was active in bringing the supplications to the Holy See either by 
means of a proctor or some other representative who set off for Rome 
in some other business. This is possibly more true concerning the 
Finnish material than the material from other dioceses, because of 
the location of Finland so far from the centre of the Catholic Church. 
In Finland there was greater need to co-ordinate the practice of mak-
ing supplications than in other dioceses which were nearer to the 
Curia. Of course there were also Finnish supplicants who personally 
visited the Penitentiary. 

The long way from Finland to the Curia has affected that the 
Finns have arrived to the Curia a bit later than the supplicants from 
other dioceses. In the whole material most of the supplications were 
concentrated in the spring months, whereas in the Finnish material 
the busiest months were the summer months. 

RIASSUNTO 

Il soggetto di questo studio è abbastanza raro per due motivi: primo, 
perché i rapporti fra la Scandinavia e la Curia papale nel tardo Medioevo 
sono un soggetto poco studiato; secondo, perché in questo studio viene usato 
materiale della Penitenzieria Apostolica, ancora poco conosciuto. Parago
nando i casi finlandesi e tedeschi nel materiale della Penitenzieria Apostolica 
possiamo vedere che i documenti sono più o meno uguali in entrambi i paesi. 
Questo è dovuto in buona misura al fatto che il diritto canonico decretava 
quali tipi di casi dovessero essere presentati alla Penitenzieria. Le differenze 
esistenti tra il materiale finlandese e il materiale tedesco sono dunque esigue, 
anche se bisogna notare che fra i documenti finlandesi si trovano molti più 
casi riguardanti la violenza. Paragonando il materiale finlandese della Peniten
zieria Apostolica con gli altri documenti papali finlandesi dello stesso periodo, 
possiamo vedere chiaramente che i documenti si concentrano in determinati 
anni. Questi sono gli anni dei giubilei e gli anni in cui il neoeletto vescovo 
della Finlandia o il suo procuratore giunsero alla Curia papale per ricevere la 
consacrazione e pagare le tasse papali. Questo significa che il vescovo con
trollava fino ad un certo punto anche i casi presentati alla Penitenzieria. 
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